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Recently we [1] repeated an earlier analysis by [2,3] showing that large (> M3) solar X-ray
flares associated with solar energetic particle (SEP) events have significantly lower peak X-ray
flux ratios R of 0.04-0.5/0.1-0.8 nm, proxies for flare peak temperatures, than those without SEP
events. Since we expect SEP events to be produced by shocks ahead of fast coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), this would imply that an X-ray flare of a given peak flux is more likely to have a fast CME
and associated SEP event when it has a relatively smaller R. We examine the role played by the
ratios R in correlations between X-ray peak flare fluxes and CME speeds Vcme, and then compare
CMEs widths W, speeds Vcme, X-ray flare durations ∆T, and R with each other. We resolve the
apparent conflict between a global scaling model of eruptive events showing Vcme scaling with
higher R and our confirmation that the [2,3] analysis implies faster CMEs are associated with
flares of lower R.
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1. Introduction

2. Data Analysis
Our goal is to determine whether the X-ray ratio plot format of Figure 1 also sorts CME speeds
as it does SEP events. We begin with the same [1] list of all GOES > M3 flares with known flare
locations from 1998 to 2016. There were 433 flares without and 75 flares with ≥ 10 pfu SEP events
in that list. We changed the flare locations of four events and added an X3.1 flare on 24 October
2014 to make a total of 509 flare events. As in [1] we consider separately the eastern and western
hemisphere flares. The timing and location of each flare was compared with CMEs reported on the
SOHO/LASCO web site (https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/index.html) to determine the CME
association, if any, for each flare. LASCO data gaps during 52 flares limited the comparisons to a
1
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Large solar energetic (E > 10 MeV) particle (SEP) events are understood to be produced in
coronal shocks driven by fast (Vcme ≥ 900 km s−1 ) coronal mass ejections (CMEs) [4,5,6]. Those
CMEs are nearly always accompanied by solar X-ray flares observed in the 0.1-0.8 nm band on the
GOES X-ray Spectrometer (XRS), which are commonly used to forecast the occurrence of SEP
events [7,8]. [2,3] took a novel approach to comparing GOES X-ray observations with SEP events
by introducing the peak flare X-ray temperatures, based on the ratios of short 0.05-0.4 nm to long
0.1-0.8 nm wavelength bands. For a given range of peak 0.1-0.8 nm flare fluxes, the SEP events
were preferentially associated with flares of lower peak temperatures.
Recently [1] revisited the [2,3] approach using a selection of all > M3 X-ray flares with
known source locations from 1998 to 2016. Rather than flare temperatures, [1] used simply the
background-corrected peak flare ratios R of short 0.05-0.4 nm to long 0.1-0.8 nm versus the 0.10.8 nm peak intensities to sort out flare groups with (1) no associated SEP event; (2) a small (1.2-9.9
pfu) event; (3) a NOAA (≥ 10 pfu) event; or (4) a ≥ 300 pfu event. The flares were divided into
eastern and western hemisphere groups and plotted separately as shown in the left panels of Figure
1. [1] used the statistical t-test for three selected bins of peak-flux ratios to show low probabilities
P of common populations, implying clear separations between the SEP and non-SEP groups based
on flare peak X-ray ratios.
The introduction of peak-flux ratios adds information to any X-ray flare-based scheme to forecast SEP events, but it challenges our understanding of the physics behind the basic result of Figure
1. The current paradigm of SEP origins in CME-driven shocks is validated by the many results of
good correlations between SEP peak intensities and associated CME speeds [4,5]. The question
now is how lower-temperature X-ray flares are physically connected with the faster CMEs needed
for SEP production. [1] pointed out that a global analysis by [9] led to a scaling law of Vcme ∼
Te0.5 , where Vcme is the CME speed and Te is the X-ray flare temperature, a result seemingly in
conflict with our results. The statistical correlation between X-ray flare peak fluxes and associated
CME speeds Vcme [10,11,12,13] shows a clear connection between flares and CMEs, but any role
for flare temperatures is not included in those correlations. Accepting the CME-shock paradyme
for SEP events, the clear implication of Figure 1 is that a similar plot format discriminating among
(1) faster SEP-producing CMEs; (2) slower non-SEP producing CMEs; and (3) no CMEs should
yield a result similar to that with SEP and non-SEP events.
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Figure 1: Left panels: Modified version of Figure 5 of [1], following the original format of [3]. Top
panel: Peak flare X-ray flux ratios versus 0.1-0.8 nm peak fluxes for NOAA flares in the eastern hemisphere.
Solid lines are polynomial quadratic best fits. Right panels: Peak X-ray flux ratios versus maximum 0.10.8 nm flare fluxes for three classes of Vcme associations. Solid lines are least-squares quadratic fits to
color-matched symbols. Top and bottom panels: eastern and western hemisphere flares.

We now ask how the R ratios play a role in statistical correlations between X-ray flare peak
fluxes and associated CME speeds found in [10,11,12,13]. Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of peak
X-ray flare flux versus Vcme for flares in each hemisphere, again separated into three bands of R.
Flares with no CMEs are plotted at log Vcme = 2.0. The largest associated X-ray flare peaks tend
to have the highest average ratios R, as noted in [1]. The appropriate interpretation here is that if
hot flares are associated with a particular range of Vcme, they must also be large flares. Somewhat
2
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total of 457 cases. There were 100 flares with no associated CMEs. For each of the remaining 357
asociated CMEs we listed the reported linear speed Vcme and width W.
In the right panels of Figure 1 we plot the 457 CME associations using the same X-ray flare
format, now dividing the CME associations into three groups of (1) no, (2) slow (Vcme < 1000 km
s−1 ), and (3) fast (Vcme ≥ 1000 km s−1 ) CMEs. The fast CMEs lie preferentially in the low range
of the R ratios. For the CME speed groups we find only modest (P ≤ 0.4) values comparing the
no-CME with slow-CME groups, but much lower (P < .05 for all but one bin) values distinguishing
the slow and fast CME groups. This result validates the suspected reason for the SEP and no-SEP
separation of Figure 1, that the SEP events result from a matching trend of no CME, to slow, to
fast CMEs with progressively lower ratios R, which are taken as measures of peak X-ray flare
temperatures.
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counter-intuitively, cool flares in the same Vcme range have clearly lower peak fluxes. The t-test
scores of pairs of different R groups, sorted into three bins of log CME speed, show those pairs to
be clearly separated, with all P < 6 E-4, and the Pearson CCs r for each peak-ratio group, which
are largest for the highest R groups, are shown in the upper right of the Figure 2 left panels. The
average of the three CME-associated group numbers in the eastern and western hemisphere are 53
and 66 events, respectively, so all r values of the left panels are significant at the 5% level.
CME widths W, as well as speeds Vcme, have been weakly correlated with SEP peak intensities [14,15,16], and we now look for a relation between the X-ray flare ratios R and associated CME
widths W. The right panels of Figure 2 show plots of W versus log Vcme for the three R bands.
First, we find correlations between W and log Vcme for all R bands significant at P < 0.1%. The
main question now is whether, in a given range of log Vcme, the widths W are enhanced in any R
band. Looking back at Figure 1, we found that in each R band there were separations between SEP
and non-SEP events, as well as between non-CMEs, slow CMEs, and fast CMEs. The CME speeds
Vcme were the presumed explanation for the occurrence or absence of SEP events, but CME widths
may also be part of the explanation. If so, we could expect that for a given range of log Vcme there
is also a separation of populations of W based on their associated R values. The t-test values between the different R populations are low for both hemispheres, indicating no evidence that CME
widths W are distinguished by their R values. The conclusion is that variation of flare R values is
associated with variations in Vcme, but not in W, and that only the Vcme variations explain the
separation of SEP from non-SEP events.
Flare durations may also be a factor in the final speeds of associated CMEs [17], with longer
durations possibly indicating longer energy release times for driving CMEs to faster speeds Vcme.
We can use the NOAA flare duration times ∆T from onset to half peak value [18] as a parametric
indication of a possible contributing factor to the separation of SEP and non-SEP flares. We look
directly at the association between flare durations ∆T and CME speeds Vcme in the left panels of
Figure 3, with flares sorted between M and X-classes. The non-CME flares are plotted at log Vcme
= 2.0. There is considerable scatter of the data points, but we find significant Pearson CCs (r ≈ 0.4)
between flare ∆T and log Vcme for both hemispheres and flare magnitude classes.
If, for a given flare peak flux, both lower peak flux ratios R and longer flare time durations ∆T
are associated with faster CMEs, as implied by Figures 1 (right panels) and 3 (left panels), then ∆T
should scale inversely with R. We confirm this expectation, although with a considerable scatter of
points, in Figure 3 (right panels). This result suggests that one could repeat the [2,3] analysis of
SEP versus non-SEP events by plotting flare ∆T versus flare peak flux to find that for a given flare
peak flux, SEP events are preferentially selected by longer ∆T. How well this separation of SEP
from non-SEP events works will probably depend critically on how well ∆T is defined [19]. The
end time definition would have to be better than using the current use of half-peak intensity time,
but high backgrounds and subsequent flares make that determination difficult in full-Sun detectors.
Still unexplained by a simple conceptual model is why we find faster CMEs correlated with
X-ray flares of either lower R or possibly longer ∆T. A comprehensive analysis of 399 M and
X GOES flares by [9] found a scaling law of Vcme ∼ Te0.5 , based on an assumed equipartition
between CME kinetic energy and flare thermal energy. That result is inconsistent with Figure 2
(left panels) and with a qualitative explanation of [20] that CME activity removes energy from
the source region, resulting in less energy available for flares, as indicated by lower peak flare
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Figure 2: Left panels: Log of peak flare X-ray flux versus log of associated Vcme for three groups of
peak X-ray flux ratios R. X-ray flares with no associated CMEs are plotted at log Vcme = 2.0. Flares
with associated CMEs are divided into three R groups of approximately equal sizes. Matching color-coded
lines are linear least-squares best fits, with Pearson CCs r indicated in the top right of each panel. Right
panels: CME width W versus log of Vcme for all X-ray flares with CME associations. Three R groups are
approximately equal in size. Color-coded Pearson CCs r are shown for each R group in each panel. Points
at W = 360o are full-halo CMEs. Top and bottom panels: eastern and western hemisphere flares.

temperatures. We believe that Figure 4, now combining flares of both hemispheres, may resolve
this observational paradox. In accordance with [9], there is a general weak correlation between
Vcme and R, indicated by the linear best-fit solid line. However, if we consider only specific
ranges of selected peak flare fluxes, shown by the three color-coded groups, then we find negative
correlations between Vcme and R, as expected in the scheme of [20]. Thus, the validity of each
energy scaling depends on whether the peak flux is held constant or allowed to be a free parameter.
The result provides input for, but does not give a clear idea, of a simple model for energy scaling
between flares and associated CMEs.

3. Discussion
Our earlier work [1] updated the [2,3] result showing that for a given X-ray flare peak flux, SEP
events were associated preferentially with lower ratios R, indicative of cooler X-ray flares (Figure
1). We speculated that the physical reason for this result was that cooler flares were associated with
the faster CMEs required to drive the shocks producing SEP events. Starting with our modified
list of > M3 flares, we searched the CDAW list for associated LASCO CMEs. Unlike the SEP
4
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Figure 3: Left panels: Log X-ray flare duration ∆T versus log of associated Vcme. Flares are differentiated
between M and X-classes, and flares with no CME associations are plotted at log CME speed = 2.0. Colormatching Pearson CCs are given at the top of each panel for each flare group. Right panels: Log X-ray flare
duration ∆T versus flare peak-flux R for M and X flares. Top panel and bottom panels: eastern and western
hemisphere flares.
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Figure 4: Log Vcme versus flare peak-flux R for three flare peak flux ranges of M and X flares and combined
eastern and western hemispheres. There is a weak positive correlation for the combined flares (solid line),
but negative correlations (dashed lines) for each of the three groups taken separately.
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